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MAYOR LIGHTFOOT, CITY LEADERS URGE ILLINOIS GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO 
PASS THE ILLINOIS REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH ACT OF 2019 

 
Mayor Lori E. Lightfoot, City Clerk Valencia, City Treasurer Conyears-Ervin, and 
aldermen from across Chicago today called on members of the Illinois General 
Assembly to pass the Illinois Reproductive Health Act of 2019 (RHA).  
 
"While states across the country continue to attack the reproductive rights of 
women, it's critical that Illinois stands with those empowering women to make their 
own choices," said Mayor Lightfoot. "Every woman in this state has a fundamental 
right to access to safe, legal abortion in our state. I commend the Illinois House for 
its actions recognizing the timeliness of this measure.” 
 
At today’s City Council meeting, Mayor Lightfoot and Alderman Michele Smith 
introduced a resolution demonstrating the city's overwhelming support for SB 25, 
which recognizes the importance of a woman's fundamental right to make her own 
reproductive health decisions, including the right to choose or refuse birth control, 
the right to carry a pregnancy to term and give birth, and the right to choose or 
refuse abortion. 
 
"Women in Chicago have been steadfastly defending our rights for decades," said 
Alderman Michele Smith. "Our determination is only increased when we see the 
reversals in other states that do not listen to the majority of Americans who support 
choice. We must pass the RHA." 
 
The Illinois Reproductive Health Act of 2019 would protect the full scope of 
reproductive care including birth control, abortion, in vitro fertilization and 
diagnostic testing for people in Illinois. While surrounding states have adopted strict 
restrictions on abortion, the new resolution would affirm the commitment of 
Chicago to protect a woman's right to make her own reproductive health choices. 
 
“All across the country, a woman’s right to make choices about her own 
reproductive healthcare is being challenged, which is why the Reproductive Health 
Act is one of the most important pieces of legislation being considered in Illinois 
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today,” said Clerk Valencia. “I applaud the Illinois House for taking a stand, and 
encourage our leaders in the Senate to stand with women in Chicago and across 
Illinois by voting to pass the RHA.” 
 
“Women in Chicago and throughout the country are entitled to a choice of 
healthcare that works best for them and their families, which is why we simply 
cannot allow reproductive healthcare rights to be challenged by the federal 
government,” said Treasurer Conyears-Ervin. “Today, we are asking state leaders to 
stand with women here in Chicago and across our state to protect access to safe, 
legal abortions and basic human healthcare rights.” 
 
All women should have access to comprehensive health care, including pre-natal, 
maternity abortion care, regardless of whether they have private or government-
funded health insurance, which is why, the Mayor, City Clerk, City Treasurer and 
Members of the City Council of the City of Chicago are calling on the Illinois House of 
Representatives and the Illinois Senate to pass the Illinois Reproductive Health Act 
(RHA) in order to protect the rights of women of the state of Illinois. 
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